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Encryption is a key aspect of enhanced cybersecurity, helping to protect private information and sensitive data. With 
encryption in place, even if cybercriminals manage to access encrypted data, they won’t be able to read it. But like 
with many specialist technologies, it can be daunting even for experienced professionals to implement and manage 
encryption properly. 

Why not let our encryption experts do it for you? 
While your in-house team may want to do it themselves, remember that our experts do it every single day – nobody understands 
Kaspersky Encryption better than they do. 
Let our experts implement an environment with disk and file encryption on your infrastructure. They’ll explain the concept and value of 
cryptography, the relevant types of encryption within Kaspersky, and implement full HDD disk, file and removable drive encryption.
9 Encryption done right, right away
9 No compatibility issues
9 No performance problems
9 No productivity issues and interruptions as a result of a bad installation
9 Peace of mind that your Kaspersky Encryption implementation is doing everything it should be.

Let our experts be your experts 
During the service, our experts will run all the requisite checks on your environment, explain disk encryption specifications and how the 
authentication agent works and configure authentication options. They’ll implement a full disk encryption module, including full encryption 
for removable drives, and explain how to use portable mode. In short, they’ll demonstrate and explain everything you need to know and do 
to manage your authentication implementation properly. And they’ll do it all remotely in 8 hours…
To find out more about the Hard Disk and Removable Drive Encryption service – why it’s a great idea, service requirements, the full 
scope of work, and to ask any questions, contact us now. 
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